
  

Blocking and Deletion of personal data in SAP 
The primary objectives of the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are to ensure 
all EU citizens the right to control their personal data and to ensure that all companies pro-
cessing personal data of EU citizens comply with this right. The new GDPR introduces several 
changes concerning how personal data is collected, stored, accessed and utilized.

Compliance with the GDPR requires necessary security measures. One requirement is to only 
store data as long as it is needed, and to ensure that the data is only accessible to those whose 
job function requires it. The requirement is already applicable under the current Danish and 
Swedish Data Protection laws. 

2BM and SAP offers a well-defined approach to ensure compliant deletion of personal data in 
SAP.  
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2BM A/S is a leading SAP IT, consulting and development company that brings tomorrow’s technology into today’s 
business practices. In 2000, the company was founded with a purpose to support forward-thinking and quality-con-

scious companies and organizations, primarily with HR and mobile business solutions. Since then, the company has 
grown from being one of Denmark’s and the Nordic region’s leading niche companies within those two business areas to 

being a strategic full service provider focused on delivering optimized business value across technologies, platforms and 
products. The mission remains: to streamline the way companies do business, thereby energizing THE FUTURE @ WORK. We 

create the future workplace.

§5. - (5) The data collected may not be 
kept in a form which makes it possible to 
identify the data subject for a longer peri-
od than is necessary for the purposes for 
which the data are processed. s. 
This presents some challenges to SAPs 
systems as personal data protection, in 
many cases, has not had the same high 
focus as it does today.*
*https://www.datatilsynet.dk/english/the-act-on-processing-
of-personal-data/read-the-act-on-processing-of-personal-
data/compiled-version-of-the-act-on-processing-of-personal-
data/

Background
In organizations, 2BM has observed that the primary focus of business units processing personal data is to handle 
this correctly through strong governance policies and procedures, while IT units primarily focus on addressing the 
systemic challenges posed by the new EU GDPR. 2BM is an expert in both areas. It is our goal to ensure your com-
pany’s compliance with the new regulation. Whether your personal data processing is linked exclusively to the HR 
function’s internal handling of employee data or primarily linked to external audiences related to sales, marketing or 
customer service - we can help you.

How 2BM and SAP can help you
A SAP system does not automatically delete personal data when the data is no longer needed, but it is possible 
to configure it to do so. This functionality has been a native part of all SAP NetWeaver versions since 2016 and has 
no license cost for certain HR scenarios. 
SAP and 2BM have a well-defined approach to ensure compliant deletion of personal data. We offer you a data  
analysis that only requires minimum resource consumption for your organization.

Analysis of your SAP system 
The analysis consists of the following activities:

 

Based on the results of the analysis, a subsequent implementation project can be initiated. With the involvement of 
your legal department, compliance officers, business departments, and additional external consultants, automatic 
deletion of SAP HCM data can be implemented within your system landscape.

Key benefits
2BM offers solutions and counseling on safe and proper handling of personal data in SAP and other ERP systems. 
We help you with a:

• detailed analysis of your personal data in your SAP HCM system
• plan and estimation for implementation of personal data deletion in SAP

For further information, please contact us. 


